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Thermoelectric (TE) materials, which can directly convert waste heat into electric power, have attracted
considerable interest because of their reliability and great potential for practical applications, especially
in the current time faced with energy shortage. Recent advances in developing TE materials for power
generation always optimize at high temperatures with the ﬁgure of merit (zT) above 1. However for the
cooling or wearable devices, the high-efﬁciency TE materials with optimized temperature range near
room temperature are strongly in demand. If the optimized TE performance can be tuned from high
temperature to around room temperature, the extensive commercial application for microdevices could
be expected. Here, we choose polycrystalline palladium sulﬁde as an example to show that pressure can
signiﬁcantly enhance the TE performance. With the measurements of the resistivity, Seebeck coefﬁcient,
and thermal conductivity under pressure up to 10 GPa, a times enhancement of the zT value has been
obtained around room temperature. The largest value of zT at high pressures near 10 GPa is comparable
to the value at ambient pressure near 800 K. The results indicate that pressure as an irreplaceable
thermodynamic variable has positively regulated the TE performance around room temperature.
© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Currently, the world is in thirst for green energy resources
because of the excessive consumption relating to energy supply and
environment. High-efﬁciency thermoelectric (TE) materials are an
ideal system for power generation devices because of their ability
to convert heat directly into electricity without producing unusable
heat [1e3]. The effectiveness of a TE material is criticized by the
dimensionless ﬁgure of merit (zT), which can be expressed as
zT ¼ S2Tr1k1, where S is the Seebeck coefﬁcient, T is the absolute
temperature, r is the electrical resistivity, and k is the thermal
conductivity, respectively. For TE devices, a conversion efﬁciency of
at least 15% (zT  1) is needed to reach the critical requirement,
especially for the application in consumer markets [4]. With the
increasing thirst for higher TE efﬁciency, many approaches have
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been developed, such as (i) doping and alloying [4e7], (ii) variation
in mesosstructure [8], and (iii) band structure or lattice structure
approaches [9e11]. However, there is still a long way to go to cross
the theoretical zT value of 3 for broad applications because of the
complex relationship of the three parameters (S, r, k). In addition,
recent advances in TE materials with zT > 1 for power generation
are usually in mid-temperature (500e900 K) or high-temperature
region (>900 K) [2,12]. However, the applications of thermoelectricity near room temperature are still hampered because of the
lack of materials with zT above 1. Therefore, the room temperature
TE materials with zT above 1 are urgently needed, especially in the
applications of the micropower generators and microprocessors
[13,14]. Unlike the temperature-turning effect (lattice expansion)
on thermoelectricity, pressure-tuning may be a viable approach to
change physical properties through lattice shrinking.
Pressure is a fundamental thermodynamic variable that can
dramatically drive the modiﬁcations of crystal structure, electronic
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structure, and magnetic structure of materials without introducing
impurity, resulting in concomitant changes to their physical and
chemical properties [15]. For TE materials, pressure tuning can not
only change their TE performance but also offer a means to guide
the search for higher zT [16]. From literature surveys, electrical
resistivity usually has a better behavior at high pressures which is
beneﬁcial to the enhancement of zT [17,18]. Recently, measurements of Seebeck coefﬁcient under pressure have been promoted
by many experimental efforts, and the behavior of Seebeck coefﬁcient under pressure is diversiform [19e21]. So far, little has yet
been done to measure k for TE materials under pressure. Here we
choose a bulk material, palladium sulﬁde (PdS) as an example to
demonstrate how applying pressure can tune and improve the TE
performance based on the developed high-pressure techniques of
Seebeck coefﬁcient and thermal conductivity measurements.
PdS, which belongs to transition metal sulﬁdes, has a tetragonal
structure with the space group of P42/m(84) (inset of Fig. 1a) and
various interesting properties [22e25]. This binary PdS is a potential base thermoelectrical material with large power factor (PF)
of 27 mWcm1K2 around 800 K at ambient pressure [26]. The highpressure TE parameters of this sample have been collected based on
the technique development using diamond anvil cells (DACs). The
pressure dependent zT of this material around room temperature is
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Fig. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of the dimensionless ﬁgure of merit zT of PdS at
ambient pressure. The inset illustrates the crystal structure of the sample. (b) Pressure
dependent zT of PdS around room temperature. Owing to the uncertainty in the
measurements of the resistivity, Seebeck coefﬁcient, and thermal conductivity under
pressure, the error bars are very large for zT. PPMS, Physical Properties Measurement
System, ZEM, Seebeck Coefﬁcient / Electric Resistance Measurement System.
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illustrated in Fig. 1b. The TE performance has a giant improvement
at high pressures up to 4.5 GPa, and then slightly increases after
passing a platform over a narrow pressure region. Obviously, the
pressure-turning effect on the TE performance of PdS has a nearly
equivalent inﬂuence as the temperature-generated effect (Fig. 1a)
[26]. In other word, the well-behaved TE performance of PdS at
high temperature has been turned to room temperature by pressure effect. These results indicate that the rout of applying pressure
has successfully improved the TE performance of PdS around room
temperature. Because some TE materials hold zT values around 0.5
at room temperature [1e3], one can expect the realization of zT to
be above 3 if the similar pressure effects will be applied.
The detailed pressure dependence of the electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefﬁcient, and thermal conductivity of PdS around
room temperature is shown in Fig. 2. In all the experiments,
pressure was obtained using DAC and was calibrated using the
ruby ﬂuorescence shift at room temperature [27]. All the results
obtained under pressure are compared with the values measured
at ambient pressure by Physical Properties Measurement System
(PPMS) from Quantum Design. For the electrical conductivity
(Fig. 2a), the detailed measurements can be seen elsewhere [25].
To give a more credible result, three separate temperature
dependence of resistivity runs were carried out at various pressures. Some representative temperature dependent resistivity at
various pressures (2.5, 5.6, and 9.5 GPa) are shown in Fig. 3. It can
be seen that the resistivity of PdS is gradually suppressed with
increasing pressure. The room temperature resistivity at different
pressures is summarized in Fig. 2a. Obviously, the resistivity of PdS
has a continuous decrease with increasing pressure (about two
times). Resistivity for most semiconducting samples always decreases with increasing pressure due to the closing of the band gap
[15]. A polynomial ﬁtting is applied to the pressure-dependent
resistivity. Then, the ﬁtted results of resistivity are used to calculate zT values.
Based on the deﬁnition of the Seebeck coefﬁcient S ¼ DV/DT, we
developed a high-pressure technique to measure S. The detailed
setup diagram used for Seebeck coefﬁcient measurement under
pressure is shown in the inset of Fig. 2b. The temperature gradient
(DT) from the heater to the cooler is measured by two separate WTa thin-ﬁlm thermocouples connected with two digital temperature controllers [28]. The TE voltage (DV) along the temperature
gradient is read out by a digital multimeter (218-A-5900, Keithley).
The selected DV dependent of DT at the pressure of 0.7, 3.8, and
9.1 GPa is shown in Fig. 4. The Seebeck coefﬁcient values are given
by ﬁtting the slopes of DV/DT, which are 384 ± 15, 473 ± 14,
414 ± 10 mV/K, respectively. All the relative errors of Seebeck coefﬁcient are less than 10%. The obtained Seebeck coefﬁcient as a
function of pressure around room temperature is summarized in
Fig. 2b. The S of PdS increases monotonously with increase pressure
and reaches a maximum value of 473.0 ± 30.5 mV/K at 3.8 GPa. After
that, it has a continuous reduction with increasing pressure up to
10 GPa. Structure transition has not been observed up to 19 GPa
[25]. Likely, the Seebeck coefﬁcient hump around 3.8 GPa is associated with pressure-induced modulation of the band structure or
electronic topological transition. The interrelationship between
carrier concentration and Seebeck coefﬁcient can be expressed as:
 2=3
8p2 k2
p
S ¼ 3eh2B m* T 3n
, where n is the carrier concentration and m* is
the effective mass of the carrier [2]. Therefore, one can conclude
that the evolution of Seebeck coefﬁcient at higher pressures is
mainly caused by the increased carrier concentration. Similar
behavior is not unusual in other samples [19e21]. Here, pressure is
limited within 10 GPa for Seebeck coefﬁcient measurements
because of the unacceptable error of temperature at higher
pressures.
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Fig. 2. (a) Pressure dependence of the electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefﬁcient, (c) power factor, and (d) thermal conductivity for PdS around room temperature. The red
dotted line is the ﬁtted resistivity according to the different resistivity runs. The insert of (a) shows the geometry of the four probes. Insert of (b): Diagram of Seebeck coefﬁcient
measurement under pressure. Insert of (c): Pressure dependent Hall carrier concentration at room temperature. Insert of (d): Diagram of thermal conductivity measurement under
pressure. PF, power factor. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article).

The PF can be obtained by using the formula PF¼S2/r. The
calculated results are plotted in Fig. 2c. Below 3.5 GPa, PF value has
an obvious increase (nearly four times). Upon further compression,
PF ﬁrst exhibits a platform over a narrow pressure region of about
2 GPa and then increases again. The PF value at 9.7 GPa has about 7
times increase compared to the ambient pressure value. The signiﬁcant improvement of PF is only realized by lattice compression.
This incident adds evidence for the important role of pressure
played in improving PF for TE materials [19,29].
To give the insight into the electrical properties of PdS under
pressure, we performed the room temperature Hall effect measurement. The selected magnetic ﬁeld-dependent Hall resistivity
collected at room temperature is illustrated in Fig. 3. The inset of
Fig. 2c shows the pressure-dependent carrier concentration n
calculated by nH ¼ 1/eRH, where e is the unit of the charge. Here nH
with the ideal value of 1019 cm3 has a monotonous increase below
the pressure of 10 GPa. Therefore, the pressure-induced optimization of nH gives a reasonable explanation for the reduction of r, S,
and the improvement of PF. This gives powerful evidence for the
important role of pressure acted in optimizing the band structure
and nH for TE materials.
Until now, there have been only limited experimental data for
thermal conductivity at high pressures because of the challenges in
experiments. Here, an improved setup used for thermal conductivity measurement combined with micro-Raman scattering spectroscopy by changing temperatures and laser powers under
pressure has been proposed. The setup diagram is shown in the

inset of Fig. 2d. The full Raman spectrum of PdS has been reported
in our previous work [25]. The Raman signal was collected by a
charge-coupled device (1024-PIXISTM100). Here the 330 cm1
phonon mode is selected for thermal conductivity measurements
because of its sensitivity to temperature and laser power changing.
The results of pressure-dependent k are summarized in Fig. 2d. It
can be seen that k has a continuous decrease with increasing
pressure until the pressure around 4 GPa. After that, the values of k
almost remain the same with further compression.
The contactless methods for thermal conductivity detected
under ambient pressure have been wildly used in many materials
with the help of micro-Raman scattering spectroscopy, such as
porous silicon, graphene, and MoS2 [30e33]. The frequencies of
Raman modes always shift with the change of temperature due to
the interaction of the related phonons and electrons. Thus, the local
temperature rise induced by laser beam can be indirectly readout
by the Raman shift. Dependent on the temperature- and laser
power-dependent Raman measurements, the thermal conductivity
can be evaluated by an original heat diffusion model expressed as
[33]:

k



1 dTðrÞ
r
þ qðrÞ ¼ 0
r
dr

where k is the thermal conductivity, T(r) is the temperature distribution of the sample, r is the position measured from the beam
center, and q(r) is the heat ﬂux distribution from the heating point.
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Fig. 3. Left: Representative temperature dependence of resistivity at the pressure of 2.5, 5.6, and 9.5 GPa. Right: Magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the Hall resistivity measured at room
temperature at the pressure of 2.5, 5.6, and 9.5 GPa.

The heat transfer of the sample with surround environment and the
boundary conditions have been ignored in this model, and the
isothermal surface is hemispheric. Dependent on this original heat
diffusion model, a modiﬁed equation for thermal conductivity
measured can be simpliﬁed as:

k¼h

2W

paDT

where W is the estimated laser power on the sample, h is the
estimated laser absorption of the sample, a is the width of laser
beam on the sample, DT is the temperature difference between the
laser spot and the sample's edge. Generally speaking, the temperature (laser power) dependence of Raman modes can be linearly
ﬁtted by the equation uT ¼ u0 þ cT (uW ¼ u0 þ cW), where c is the
ﬁrst-order temperature (laser power) coefﬁcient. Thus, the equation for calculating thermal conductivity can be further modiﬁed to
reduce the systematic errors by the following equation:

k¼h

2DW=Du
2cT
¼h
pacW
paDT=Du

where Du is the phonon frequency shift due to the variation of
temperature or laser power and cT (cW) is the ﬁrst-order

temperature (laser power) derivative of u. Considering the details
of the previous studies [31e33], the main error sources in this
method are the uncertainty of the optical absorption of the sample
and the heat lost to the surrounding environment. In this article,
the transition medium is liquid neon which has a very low thermal
conductivity [34], at least two orders smaller than the polycrystalline PdS; thus, the heat transfer outside the sample can be
ignored. The size of the sample is large enough, so the temperature
increase at the boundary of sample caused by excitation laser is also
neglected. The 20 objective lens provides a Gaussian beam width,
and a is estimated about 6 mm. The beam width is smaller than the
radius of the sample at least one order, which could prevent the
shallow heating on the layer of the sample induced by heat source.
Here h is assumed to be insensitive to pressure and the assumption
will not affect the studied trend with pressure. h is estimated from
the comparison of the value of k at ambient pressure measured by
PPMS system and the method with the help of Raman scattering.
Thus, we got the absorption coefﬁcient of the sample in this Raman
method which is about 0.5, and this absorption coefﬁcient is also
used for the thermal conductivity calculation at high pressures.
The phonon mode at around 330 cm1 is chosen as an example
to show the details to calculate k. As can be seen, this mode is very
sensitive to temperature and laser power. The Raman spectra
collected at three representative pressures (0.7, 4.3, and 9.8 GPa)
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Fig. 4. The representative relationship between thermoelectric voltage (DV) and DT
under the selected pressures of 0.7, 3.8, and 9.1 GPa. DT is limited within 5 K to reduce
the relative errors of Seebeck coefﬁcient.

are shown in Fig. 5. These spectra were collected either at different
temperatures with a ﬁxed laser power or by changing laser powers
at a ﬁxed temperature. The obtained frequencies as functions of
temperature and laser power at various pressures (Fig. 6) were
obtained by Lorentz ﬁtting to the data. Then, cT and cW were
determined by the linear ﬁtting to the data for each pressure. Based
on the measured a and the obtained h from the comparison of the
ambient pressure k value, we obtained the pressure dependence of
k for polycrystalline PdS (Fig. 1b).
The total thermal conductivity includes the lattice contribution
kl and the electron contribution ke. The thermal conductivity from
the lattice contribution is always determined by phonons transport
in crystal, especially the low-frequency phonons. Raman scattering
is a powerful tool in providing phonon information. The phonon

dispersion obtained from this technique is almost identical to that
from neutron inelastic scattering [35e37]. We have examined the
evolution of the low-frequency phonon mode around 60 cm1 with
pressure (Fig. 7). The phonon frequency and full width at half
maximum (FWHM) were analyzed by Lorentz ﬁtting to the data.
The phonon frequency seemingly does not change too much with
pressure, indicating that the mode Grüneisen parameter is weakly
pressure dependent. However, there is a huge lattice contraction at
pressures [15]. Therefore, the compressed lattice parameter might
dominate the contribution to the changing trend of kl, slightly
decreasing with increasing pressure and then saturating upon
heavy compression. Notably, the FWHM ﬁrst shows an increase and
then keeps like a constant at high pressures. The increased FWHM
implies a decrease of the lifetime of this phonon [38,39], which is
consistent with the pressure-induced decrease of k. The increase of
FWHM can also be considered as the signature of the appearance of
disorder in the crystal lattice [40]. It would increase phonon scattering and reduce the lattice thermal conductivity due to point
defect scattering and also exhibit a possible broad Umklapp peak.
The evolution of FWHM under pressure is synchronized with the
pressure-induced changing trend of k. These results indicate that
the low-frequency phonon is indeed important in controlling the
behavior of kl under pressure.
Having the knowledge of the signiﬁcant enhancement of the TE
efﬁciency by the applied pressure, one may wonder whether this
effect can guide the synthesis and design of the sample at ambient
pressure. It would be ideal if a material could maintain its highpressure performance through some lattice modiﬁcation but at
ambient pressure. The almost same effect could be realized at least
by the following ways: ﬁrst, we suggest to grow ultrathin ﬁlm on
substrate with smaller lattice parameters. The lattice mismatch
between the sample and substrate can introduce large compressive
strain. The large enhancement of zT is expected due to the similarity
between pressure and compression strain. This idea has been
proven to be very powerful in improving the physical properties in
other systems. For example, compressive strain has been used to
double the superconducting transition temperature in epitaxially
grown ultrathin La1.9Sr0.1CuO4 ﬁlm [41,42]. The colossal magnetoresistance has also been realized at room temperature in ultrathin
ﬁlm through the compressive strain [43]. For the material with
anisotropic uniaxial pressure effects, one can simulate the tensive
and compressive strain along the different axial directions in ultrathin ﬁlm [44]. Second, we propose to use the lattice distortion to
introduce chemical pressure in the studied material. The signiﬁcant
change of the physical properties (particularly the change of
superconducting transition temperature) has been observed in
previous studies [45e47].
In summary, we have developed a series of techniques for the
measurements of pressure dependence of the electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefﬁcient, carrier concentration, and thermal conductivity. When collecting experimental data on a TE material PdS,
we demonstrate that applying pressure is indeed an effective route
to improve the TE performance. We ﬁnd that the room temperature
zT value of this material increases monotonously with pressure
over the measured range. The obtained zT value of 0.28 ± 0.05 at
room temperature and at 9.8 GPa is comparable to the value at high
temperature of 800 K at ambient pressure. Because warming
sample leads to the lattice expansion, applying pressure brings
about the lattice compression. The realization of the almost same zT
value by two opposite ways points to the great potential for the
further improvement of the TE efﬁciency. The method for
enhancing TE performance through lattice compression provides a
lighthouse to improve zT value for these TE materials with high
efﬁciency near room temperature.
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Fig. 5. Raman spectra of the 330 cm1 phonon mode as functions of temperature and laser power measured at pressure of 0.7, 4.3, and 9.8 GPa. The phonon frequencies were
obtained by Lorentz ﬁtting to the data.
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Fig. 6. Raman frequency of the 330 cm1 phonon mode as functions of temperature and laser power at pressure of 0.7, 4.3, and 9.8 GPa cT and cW were obtained from the linear
ﬁtting to the data.

Fig. 7. (a) Raman spectra of the low-frequency phonon (60 cm1) at various pressures. The pressure dependence of the frequency and FWHM obtained through the ﬁtting to the
data with the help of Lorentz formula. (b) The dashed area represents the almost constant frequency over the studied pressure range. (c) Variation of the FWHM with pressure.
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